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SECONDARY HOME ECONOMICS CURRICULUM
Past, Present, Prologue
Virginia B. Vincenti

Ind ustrialization changed the mind and
face of America, and with it, the character
of American education

During the years of the Lake Placid Conferences on
Home Economics, 1899 through 1908, America was in
transition from a young, agricultural country to a leading
industrial world power. By 1899, the western frontier had
essentially dosed; manufacturing was expanding; the
population was rapidly increasing, primarily in industrial
areas; and a record number of immigrants were coming
from almost every nation of the world. A supply of cheap
labor, a ready market concentrated in the industrial areas,
an abundance of untapped resources, and the laissez-faire
government were just what the country needed for its
phenomenal industrial development.
However, the costs of this growth were high. Pollution
was widespread without any of today's legal restraints on
industrial waste. Coal-burning factories spewed out
clouds of black smoke which filled the air and settled
over the cities; industrial and city waste was dumped indiscriminately into waterways; coal pile run-off seeped
into streams and underground rivers; horses and other
animals left their droppings on city streets; and gas lamps
created fumes inside buildings with inadequate
ventilation. 1
Cities were also places of tremendous contrast, supported at least in part by Social Darwinism which praised the
wealthy and feared that the poor would stifle societal
progress toward perfection. Most of the nine-million
immigrants and many of the already-established citizens
from rural areas, who came to the cities in search of
work, lived in squalid conditions in overcrowded tenements not far from huge, overdone mansions of the new

upper-middle and upper classes. Immigrant children and
adults worked 16 hours a day in miserable sweatshops
for lower wages than American citizens, leaving little
time or energy for family life. This exploitation allowed
big industry to get bigger and many small businesses to
fail. Corruption in both business and government was
widespread; organized crime was rampant and virtually
untouched by small, newly formed police departments. 2
All this, some Lake Placid conferees believed, had
severely affected the family which they believed to be in
the "process of disintegration with . .. responsibility for .
.. the children shifted to the school, the policeman and
the board of health." The result, they thought, was
mental, moral and physical deterioration of thousands of
children.3 Increasingly, people realized that the unrestricted freedom that had helped to create the industrial nation
needed some constraints. The government that governed
least was no longer undoubtedly the best. The unpropertied slum dwellers, as well as the agrarian population,
were discontented.4
Notions about schooling were also changing. The philosophies of the European educators Pestalozze, Froeble,
and Herbert, which had come in to prominence after the
Civil War, and John Dewey, who was just beginning to
publish his education ideas, raised "unseemingly" irresolvable controversy between the child-centered and
subject-centered views of curriculum.
In spite of the social conditions, Nicholas Murray
Butler, President of Columbia University and co-founder
of the College Entrance Examination Board, was an
idealistic scholar who advocated study of classical subjects
which he believed would discipline the mind and charac·
ter, train the intellectual faculties to be transferable to
other subjects and activities, cultivate a sense of duty and
moral obligation, cultivate the imagination and sense of
aesthetic taste, and provide a broad liberal education that
would serve students regardless of their occupations later.~
Butler and his colleagues vehemently fought the in·
fluence upon education of the physical and social sciences
and practical studies. They rejected the specialization of
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the elective system; Thorndike's behavioral psychology;
student-centered curricula; and deplored the general decline in morals, hard work, and discipline. They blamed
the growth of science-based philosophies and psychologies
for threatening not only education, but also a lifestyle
that had been based on traditional religion and idealism.
Butler's opponents in this controversy accepted Darwin's theory of evolution and saw humans as an essential
part of nature. They considered the human uniqueness of
intellect and morality a consequence of biological adaption
and adjustment to the environment. In spite of opposition
from traditionalists, the natural sciences were not only accepted for college entrance credit, but also gained a
stronghold through the proliferation of many specialty
courses. Demand also prompted the growth of practical
subjects in secondary schools. With support from the industrially based economy, the more practical educational
philosophy gained power in American life and helped to
bring about the change in emphasis from religious to
secular knowledge. Instead of seeking knowledge as a prerequisite to salvation, it was increasingly sought for its
usefulness in "improving production and distribution of
goods, raising the level of welfare, or achieving better
social arrangements for the happiness and well-being of
the masses."6 Because more than ever before industrial
America needed large numbers of workers with skills previously demanded of only a few, there was growing support for state-backed practical education beyond the
eighth grade, in addition to state-financed traditional
high schools, universities, and professional schools.
By 1900, thirty-two states had passed compulsory attendance laws, greatly expanding the enrollments and forcing
the schools to differentiate their curricula in order to accommodate the different educational needs of their increasingly heterogeneous student bodies.7 In 1870, fiftyseven percent of all American children between five and
18 years of age were enrolled in school, 1 percent in high
school;· by 1918, seventy-five percent were in school, with
8 percent in high school. 8 The rapid growth of the high
school can be seen in the exponential growth in the
number of public school instructors from 9,489 in 1893 to
24,349 in 1903. 9
The purpose of secondary education also expanded
from preparation for college and university study to include general education in preparation for life in the community and preparation for work through specialized,
technical, or vocational education designed to produce
workers more efficiently than by apprenticeships. Communities which could afford a high school usually offered
at least two programs in the same building; one for
college-preparatory students and one for terminal students. Larger communities established separate high

schools for each program. The notion of a junior high
school was also developing at this time, but it was not
until after 1910 that many such schools were established. 10
Even though the college preparatory curricula and academic teaching methods continued to dominate American
public secondary education, 11 all these changes seemed to
have had a notable influence on the development of
secondary home economics curricula during the Conference years. The attendees recognized that teachers could
make enormous contributions toward improving home
life and sought them as participants and members of the
American Home Economics Association when it was
formed in 1909.
Committees on Secondary Education
There were a number of committees at the Lake Placid
meetings which studied the state of the art and planned
improvements. The Proceedings reveal various emphases
and divergent opinions during the ten years, with some
of the ideas clearly expressed and others confused and internally inconsistent. Because much of the discussion
seems familiar, the question arises as to why the profession still struggles with some of the same issues and uses
many of the same arguments. Perhaps this study can
shed some light on that question beginning with the 1900
Lake Placid Conference, "Committee on Courses of Study
for Public Schools and the Training of Teachers," which
surveyed schools on the status of "work for the home"
and found a growing number of programs, but a lack of
unity in ideals expressed in the curricula. 12
As a result, a subcommittee worked that year to develop
unified curricula, written in part to acquaint principals
and general teachers with this "special" subject taught by
"special" teachers. Though home economics was being
introduced into numerous public schools, many educators
were skeptical of its value and regarded it as a fad contributing to the overcrowding of the school curriculum.
The subcommittee argued that a large proportion of the
population, regardless of income, was in poor physical
condition resulting in reduced productivity and increased
costs for remediation. By improving women's understanding of appropriate and up-to-date household management
and that of both men and women about management of
the larger household (the city), improvements in shelter,
food, water, ventilation, cleanliness and proper clothing
could be achieved.13
The subcommittee developed three curricula for household arts and economics in high school, which all had
prerequisites of chemistry, physics, and biology. The first,
a four-year program, began by giving a girl muscular activity and appealing to her sense of beauty; and later increased emphasis on serious thinking about hygienic and
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ethical questions. The second, also for four years, aimed
to "unify the work so that there .. . (would) be close interdependence with the other studies, both in the grades
below and in the high school, gradually leading to (study
oO the problems of the home." 14 The third curriculum
outlined a one-year college preparatory program which
adapted parts from the first that related to food, clothing
and housing.
With several conceptual frameworks developed, the
next step was to persuade schools to adopt the curricula
by emphasizing their intellectual richness in the practical
application of science and economics to the home. 15 Two
years later, the subcommittee on courses of study in the
public schools reported that though there was an increase
in the number of high schools including home economics
curricula, the models it had created were not being used.
Though concerned about quality, it expended much more
effort justifying the subject's place in the public schools
than it gave to the quality of the curriculum and methods
used.16
They believed that it warranted a place in the already
crowded curriculum because it had such a profound
effect on the home, but the reality of the classroom
slowed its acceptance. In 1904, upon request of the US
Commissioner of Education, the committee on home
economics in secondary schools surveyed all the state superintendents of education concerning the status of household arts in the public high schools. To sketchy findings,
the frustrated reporter added her own observations from
schools in the New York City vicinity. She complained
that though the committee wanted home economics to be
accepted as a college entrance requirement, it could not
blame principals or superintendents for their lack of appreciation of its "training value" because the organization
of the curriculum and the teaching methods were far
behind other subjects. 17 Although some educators and lay
groups took household arts seriously, a strong bent
toward simplifying the curriculum and returning to the
"Three Rs" (reading, 'riting, and 'rithmetic) threatened
the growth of all "special" subjects.
The educational concerns of the Lake Placid conferees
were so numerous that in 1906 they established a subsection on teaching. Its first meeting in 1907 focused on the
vocational and general education aims for secondary
home economics and the needs of the schools' increasingly diverse student bodies. At least one person suggested
that all girls, whether college-bound or potential high
school dropouts, be made to take courses in home
economics from well-prepared teachers, but concluded
that for the work to develop it should be national in
scope, like agriculture education, and be supported by
state and national aid. 111

At the second meeting, the attendees could not agree
on whether "handwork" should be limited to the elementary school. Alice Norton, a professor at the University of
Chicago, considered it the best way to teach science in
high school because it increased interest and learning and
would, therefore, contribute to the ultimate aim for both
boys and girls of developing through science an appreciation of the home and its meaning. The committee
concluded that the differences between elementary and
high school curriculum should be treatment or method
rather than concepts.
Several people acknowledged that the home really
ought to be teaching much of the suggested content, but
societal conditions prevented families from having homes
in which such training could be given. Therefore, the
school was forced to teach home training.
Shifting the discussion from the teaching of science
through handwork, Marion Talbot, dean of women and
professor of household administration at the University
of Chicago, thought the most useful service would come
from teaching each child that "behind the cooking and
sewing there was a home" so that gradually a generation
of children would understand what a rich experience
home life could provide. Helen Kinne, section chair and
professor at Teachers College, Columbia University,
recommended that home economics in public schools
serve society by teaching the right ideals of home life and
practical home management. Another discussant agreed
that the aim of the work was the bettering of conditions
of the people. 19 Isabel Bevier, professor of household science, University of Illinois, agreed, but urged that attitudes of children be held more important than what they
learned to do.
The conceptualizers could not agree on the primary
aim of public secondary home economics. For many,
their own education biased them in favor of emphasis on
the physical sciences rather than the non-material aspects
of home life. Another contributing factor was the diverse
range of schools developing in cities. Though the 1908
committee on subject matter for domestic art in elementary and secondary schools reported seven types - classical, manual training, technical, and practical arts high
schools; technical schools, manual training schools, and
trade schools - which it believed should all offer domestic art, only college preparation, manual training, and
trade preparation were discussed at Lake Placid. All three
seem to have been narrowly focused on the physical sciences and the material aspects of home life.
Of these three, the most prominent was manual training. The least discussed was the trade school curriculum,
disdained as too specific and shortsighted to be truly
useful to students throughout their lives. The Conference
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participants were more concerned with preserving and
improving home conditions than with preparing students
for gainful employment. Some of this preoccupation can
be attributed to the revolutionary changes in home conditions brought about by the industrialization of America
which Butts and Cremin said "changed the entire face
and mind of America, and with it, the character of American education."20
The Manual Training Movement
John Dewey said that one of the most striking tendencies
in the public schools at that time was toward the intro·
duction of manual training, shopwork, and the household
arts without full consciousness of their real importance.
This, he said, has resulted in "half-hearted, confused, and
unrelated" work justified with "painfully inadequate and
sometimes even positively wrong (reasons) .... We must
conceive of work in wood and metal, of weaving, sewing,
and cooking, as methods of life ... in their special significance, as ... processes by which ... the school itself shall
be made a genuine form of active community life, instead
of a place set apart in which to learn lessons." 21
In 1903, at a meeting of some Lake Placid conferees
held jointly with representatives of the manual trainig
section of NEA, the director of manual training in New
York City explained, "We are now thinking ourselves
away from this (earlier) view of manual training .. .
toward one which conceives it as a 'principle' or ... a
'mode' of education, ... which looks to see the child
given, through his desires, an opportunity to express him·
self constructively and to develop clear notions of his relations to his surroundings." 22 This newer conceptualization
was perhaps an attempt to capitalize on the increased
demand for practical education for both girls and boys
that would involve a greater variety of materials and a
closer relationship between the activities studied and
their useful end.
The director worried, however, that this new conception
would be difficult to implement because the previous interpretation had so long been established. First called
"shopwork," it was interpreted literally to mean hand·
training, sensory training, and the practice of constructive
work, all of which would improve muscle coordination.
Most teachers perpetuated this view and segregated their
subject from the rest of the curriculum by emphasizing
technique and the perfect product of children's hands,
not their brains.23 The term "manual training" was
narrow and insufficient. But, for lack of a better one,
those in the field who used it and recognized its limitations apologized for its connotation and explained its
broader meaning. He suggested "manual arts" as a new
name which would include "all possible practices of the

arts" and would have aesthetic as well as constructive
requirements.
At the tum of the century, along with the growth of
manual training, there was a movement which amounted
almost to a revolution in methods of teaching art, which
applied art to utilitarian objects instead of copying classic
abstractions. Art departments, conducted along industrial
as well as aesthetic lines worked closely with the
"shops." 24 The participants at this meeting believed the
home was a better environment in which to develop
children's inner life through art than the school where
they were drilled to learn information. By teaching the
arts in the schools so as to combine thought and action
which could be used in the home, school life would be
linked to family life. Thus, the manual arts could aid in
making education in school and out a continuous
process. 25
Home Economics As Manual Arts
The goal of the Lake Placid Conference subcommittee on
handwork was to have it accepted into the high school
curriculum as manual training by expanding its conceptual framework, but there was little agreement on how that
should be done. Some wanted to encompass concepts,
now considered the domain of industrial arts, to develop
hand-and-eye coordination for useful or artistic reasons,
while others wanted handwork to ultimately teach applied
science and other cognitive content and processes. This
lack of concensus, as well as the desire to gain acceptance
for the subject in the schools, contributed to an incongruity between thought and action, curricular "theory" and
implementation. Though a few home economics secondary educators Integrated thought with action, others
were less consistent in what they said and the curricula
they recommended.
Acknowledging a demand from parents for a greater
variety of handwork for girls, especially in high schools
which would prepare them to earn a living through
"home industries" and later establish their own homes,
the standing committee on study in elementary and
secondary schools considered the wisdom of responding
to this concern. It selected handwork that related to art,
science, history, and economics, already accepted in
school curricula, and recommended to the NEA that the
introduction or extension of courses for girls in high
schools include constructive work with wood, textiles,
leather, metal, and clay, closely correlated with academic
work by transforming abstract ideas into finished
products. 26
Afraid that handwork in the curriculum would slip
from this broader, more intellectual conceptualization to
one of preparation for a trade, the subcommittee on hand-
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work for girls in high schools re-emphasized, "There is
no question as to (the) possible educational value of any
manual work so long as the pupil is studying ... principles and not working for trade efficiency." 27 It was
argued that the drastic change in the family from a
producing to a consuming unit in society forced them
into factories or other workplaces away from home,
making them much less able than in the past to supplement memory training with a varied and active home life
in which each child learned to do many things. Current
social conditions had nearly eliminated this side of home
education, leaving the schools to provide training which
would cultivate resourcefulness, initiative, and determination and result in self-control and power over the
environment. 28
Two days later, Abby Marlatt, a committee member presented the case to NEA's Manual Training Section, arguing that home economics as manual training developed
higher intellectual powers (such as tracing causes and predicting effects), self-discipline, cooperation, ability to
follow written and oral directions, and a recognition of
the dignity of labor. The object of teaching any manual
subject in the public high schools was not to prepare the
student to earn a living as in the private trade schools,
but to live in the contemporary environment. She maintained that unless handwork closely correlated with the
so-called academic studies, it would forfeit much of its
scientific, economic, and sociologic value. Quoting Nicholas Murray Butler's Meaning of Education, perhaps to
show manual training educators that handwork for girls
could respond to the criticisms of the strongest opponents of practical education, Marlatt claimed that the
sociologic aspect 0£ education was the most important of
all and should lead to knowledge of contemporary civilization. An analysis of the field, she claimed, would reveal
it to be an applied science, a means to developing artistic
instincts and to an understanding of the current, complex
industrial world.29
Home economics educators also worked with other organizations such as the New England Education League
and the Eastern Manual Training Association. Together
with the League, they developed a high school course in
home arts which combined concepts from curricula representing both home economics as manual training and as
applied science. Home economics members of the Association convinced that group to hold a conference exclusively
on domestic science and domestic art, which provided the
Lake Placid Conference committee on home economics in
secondary schools an opportunity to convince other
educators that it was truly a component of manual training. Their approach was to emphasize the subject's social
significance and its value as an applied science.30

In a paper presented at the Association meeting, Helen
Kinne pointed to the strengths of handwork with the
final product serving as proof of whether the mental and
muscular processes were achieved. She argued that the efficiency achieved from practice and skill development
must have been in part what Nicholas Murray Butler
meant by "efficiency" in his description of the educated
person. As an advocate of traditional academic curriculum, Butler most likely would have disagreed. ln spite of
her misinterpretation of Butler, this manual training conference appointed a group of committees to develop definite courses on handwork for girls, including the household arts for both elementary and secondary schools. In
Kinne's opinion, this placed the work in the appropriate
organization and would free the Lake Placid Conferences
to pursue other interests, which she may have considered
more central to home economics.
Another strategy for gaining a secure place for home
economics in the high school curriculum was to obtain
college entrance credit for the work. Professor Charles
DeGarmo of Cornell University, an active NEA member
and probably an invited guest, advised the high school
principals present at the 1903 Lake Placid Conference not
to be intimidated by the colleges' position on college entrance requirements because, in his estimation, they
would meet the demand for home economics work by allowing more flexibility for substitution. 31
Domestic Science as College Preparation
According to Alice Norton, a saloonkeeper once said that
"nothing had hurt his business like cooking in the public
schools." This, she said, illustrated that domestic science
developed character and efficiency better than through
any other subject.32 The standing committee on domestic
science in high schools believed that it should be concerned with the "development of judgement and reasoning power" and the "application of scientific laws to facts
of daily life.'' 33 The term itself was designated by the 1904
Lake Placid conferees to refer to high school programs in
general, but, instead, it seems to have been used to label
college preparatory programs in particular.
Though not usually part of the committees on secondary home economics, Ellen Richards did speak on the
topic. Her ideas were recorded in her publications, in
NEA Proceedings, and in proceedings of other committees
of the Lake Placid Conferences. Through the committee
on personal hygiene, she claimed that the deterioration of
the family in relation to its children could be remedied
by teaching in all schools a fourth "R," in addition to the
time-honored three. "Right Living" involved right ideals
and meaning of life, that is, practical rules of conduct and
the reasons for them, such as what to eat, how to keep
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clean, the reasons for fresh air and daily exercise, and hygiene and reasons for the self-restraint and self-denial it
demands. These, she believed, provided students with a
goal. 34
Referring to a paper by Richards entitled "Domestic Science in the High Schools," the committee focusing on
that topic advocated not only that "a truly higher education" in high school be complete in itself, but also provide
a "safe foundation for college and university work for
those who can go on." Richards' paper suggested the
course be a form of applied art and science, with the
chief objective being the teaching of right living based on
"scientific truth made to do service for better family
living." 35 Richards strongly urged the teaching of the
scientific knowledge of the laws governing the environment, followed by an application which would encourage
the progressive development of reasoning in a sequence
not as complete as Bloom's Taxonomy of Educational Objectives for the cognitive domain, but congruent with it.
Concerned about making false correlations, the committee on domestic science in high schools cautiously connected their subject with others, such as history, literature,
art, mathematics, and the natural sciences, all of which
reinforced and were reinforced by household economics
or domestic science. Detailed explanations of these correlations gave some attention to art and history, but emphasis
was clearly on the physical sciences in relation to the
materials aspects of daily life.
The next year, Richard's influence can be seen again in
Abby Marlatt's report of the committee on secondary
education. Though Marlatt was an educator in a manual
training high school, as a former student of Ellen Richards
she supported domestic science, but with reservations.
Though hygiene had been accepted theoretically as an appropriate component of domestic science in public high
schools, stow progress in implementation led the committee to conclude that teachers were inadequately prepared.
Since another committee focused on higher education curricula, this one concentrated on the entrance requirements
for colleges and universities offering courses in household
economics.36
In 1907, during the first meeting of the Lake Placid
Conference Teaching Section, Professor Snedden of Teachers College, a vocational education advocate and invited
speaker, proposed that home economics work be primarily
vocational, but Marlatt argued that for those who decided
during high school to go to college, vocational work
would not meet the entrance requirements. Having studied the standards of Vassar and Wellesley, she recommended a curriculum that would meet their science and
language entrance requirements. But, because Helen
Kinne and Ellen Richards insisted economics be included,

Marlatt modified her curriculum to include economic
consumption theory in addition to French and German,
food study, dietetics, textile work, applied design, and
household decoration. However, the principal of Framingham State Normal School in Massachusetts, cautioned
that because the college entrance requirements were not
likely to change, high school home economics should be
complete and not preparatory.37
The effort to gain acceptance of secondary home
economics as a college entrance requirement continued as
part of a larger and broader-based effort to establish
those requirements in spite of all these difficulties. A
degree of acceptance apparently achieved, the manual
training section of the North Central Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools (NCACSS), composed of all
non-home economists, requested of the Lake Placid Conference a syllabus on domestic science and art to be
included in a report to its parent association advocating
the establishment of manual training as a college entrance
requirement.
Curiously, the resultant curriculum was entitled "College preparation course in household science," even
though the Lake Placid conferees had agreed earlier to
use the term "domestic science." Almost half of the syllabus dealt with food and food preparation; only a short
section covered dietetics. It also included physics and
plant physiology as related to food and its preparation.
The remaining section, called sanitation, encompassed the
study of history and types of houses, home conditions,
and the house itself - its site, wastes, plumbing, air and
ventilation, temperature, lighting, furnishings (related to
health, energy, and beauty), and its care, but only brief
mention was given to the family within the community.38
Believing the syllabus to be too specific and definite for
its purposes, the NCACSS committee, seemingly with
some help from a home economist, altered and reduced it
to a short list of general topics and hours required for
four credits. Oothing, millinery, shelter, and household
management were added, while the emphasis on foods
was cut drastically. This plan was labeled "domestic science" and an alternate plan for two credits, labeled
"domestic art," included clothing, millinery, and household management.
Instructed by its parent organization, the NCACSS committee also added "household arts" to its 1907 revised
scheme for manual arts, a component of manual training.
The addition incorporated sewing, cooking, and "related
matters" to the shopwork and drawing it previously had
called "the mechanical arts."
The home economics committee on college entrance requirements, to have their subject included in the report
even in its altered form, admitted that the Lake Placid
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Conference as a whole (though probably not unanimous)
would have preferred household arts and science be presented for science rather than manual training credit. In
spite of acceptance by the NCACSS manual training section, none of the member colleges and universities awarded college entrance credit, but several of the home
economics administrators indicated a willingness to do so
when the work was upgraded sufficiently. The Lake
Placid home economists worried that the eastern and
middle states' colleges and universities would not find
the syllabus, revised by NCACSS, acceptable because
handwork was so prominent. However, they thought the
New York Board of Regents might be receptive to the
more detailed "unrevised" syllabus since it had accepted
one for agriculture. Even though some conferees were
concerned about the omission from the syllabus of the
economic and social aspects of the field, science, they believed, was the one chance for college entrance credit as a
substitute for physics or chemistry. One member of the
teaching section committee asked, "Is there danger of sacrificing the subject in order to get it recognized, or is
this a wise expedient?"39 This question, though not
unique to home economics, is one it struggles with yet
today.
Implications For Today and Beyond
Current pressures to make changes in public school curriculum are in some ways similar to those of the Lake
Placid period when home economics educators worked to
gain support for their subject in the secondary schools.
Their effort was part of a broader movement to expand
the curriculum and make it more practical, while a
weaker, conservative countermovement sought to simplify
the curriculum by eliminating "fads" and preserving
more traditional schooling. The prevailing thrust emerged
from the need to prepare the growing number and variety
of students remaining longer in school for life in an expanding commercially and industrially oriented society.
Home economics as manual training tried to find its
niche within that goal by preparing girls for their specific
role as preservers of the home and family, a support
system for the industrial economy. Today, home economics education has expanded its mission of strengthening
home and family life to prepare both girls and boys and
to help them maintain a satisfying home life while fulfilling obligations and interests outside the home.
Unlike those of the Lake Placid period, the recent conservative backlash lacks support for schools as democratizing institutions and stresses their role as developers
of human capital}0 Encouraged by the Reagan administration, we are seeing more now about building closer
relationships among schools and business and industry;

which Giroux sees as fostering a stronger corporate ideology within public education. An example of this came to
my attention recently as a secondary home economics
teacher told how a sewing machine company offered her
program computerized machines and a $6,000 scholarship
to a graduating senior who would be majoring in clothing
and textiles or fashion merchandizing in preparation for
a career in the apparel industry. As a result, the teacher
was revamping her curriculum to meet the requirements
set up by the company. In this situation, the primary mission of home economics would be changed from improving individual and family well-being to increasing profit
for a corporation. Whose best interest is being served?
The interests of business and industry seem to be as
dominant in public schooling as they were at the turn of
the century, and becoming more so. The educational
reform movement has been rationalized as an attempt to
protect our national security and improve our economy
by increasing emphasis on highly scientific and technical
knowledge and skills. Reports criticizing American public
education have concluded that our nation is at risk because schools are failing to meet the technical and scientific needs of American industry by not providing a workforce suitably equipped with skills necessary to ensure
technological progress.•t
If individuals or organizations with vested interests,
such as specific industries or special interest groups, are
given the opportunity to heavily influence or even determine the curriculum, then educators allow themselves
and their students to be treated like human capital or
pawns. A responsibility and challenge to educators is to
help students learn to think critically, as well as to learn
knowledge and skills useful and enriching to them
throughout their lives.
What is conspicuously absent from the critiques and
proposals on public education is an interest in the preser·
vation and extension of democratic values and practices
as Shapiro points out (not to be equated with patriotism}
and in the reduction of crime, family violence, chemical
dependency,42 or other social problems facing Americans
today as Spitze 43 indicates. Furthermore, Shapiro argues
none of the proposals are concerned with the empowerment of people to critique the public images and values
which underlie these problems.
He says, "The inability to penetrate, critically analyze
and apprehend the false and distorting messages of the
dominant ideology leaves us helpless in a world where
human experience is so often misrepresented or mystified
by those who provide us with the shared meanings of
our culture. 44 Particularly prominent among the forces
which project shared cultural meanings is the mass
media, a much more powerful force, obviously, than
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during the Lake Placid Conference years. Television and
more free time leave American youth a myriad of opportunities to assimilate messages teaching values and assumptions. Commercials, carefully planned for their psychological impact, sell a "way of life, a view of human
nature, a means to fulfill dreams, deal with insecurities,
(and) achieve popularity, success, and identity." 4S
Foundational to our commodity-oriented culture is the
reinforced notion that "fundamental human concerns
about sociability, sexuality, love, security, health, happiness and achievement all have their price - all are for
sale. 46 The advertiser-created wants, desires, and fears, the
consumer is told, can be fulfilled or alleviated by purchas·
ing the correct product.
The real paradox lies in a culture that "directs people
to live their lives and to establish their values in ways
that become increasingly more dissonant and more irre·
concilable," demanding hard work, delayed gratification,
and creating priorities of a career above family and
friends, while promoting, through product advertisements,
relaxation, instant gratification, and submission to the
pleasure principle. 47
Beginning with students' own experiences in order to
involve them meaningfully in critical thinking, an eman·
cipatory curriculum, according to Giroux,•8 would stress
forms of knowledge that aim to provide a critical understanding of how social reality works, both inside and outside the home, and how certain dimensions of that reality
are sustained, the nature of its formative processes, and
how those aspects of it, related to unnecessary and unjustifiable control, could be changed.
The traditional curriculum based on middle-class, in·
dustrial values does very little to prepare students to deal
with this popular culture. Though some home economics
educators are addressing such critical issues, more need to
recognize and critique the influences that affect curricular
decisions; more need to make cultural critique part of the
curriculum itself. The history of secondary home economics curriculum indicates that the economic and political
forces are likely to continue dominating learning, unless
this social reality is critically understood not only by
educators themselves, but by their students as well.
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